Purtell Limericks
We thought we were in for a show
Looking for hot Architects to go
We were almost there
But to our despair
Rumbling tummies caused us to slow
Jill Le Gros, Carly Grace and Joanne Moffat
Two dogs invited to rogaine
Said “only if you promise no pain
“We'll come if we may
“For we do like to play”
Now they'll never trust Walter a-gain
Sue Clarke and Walter Kelemen
We decided to go rogaining
But Matt wouldn’t stop complaining
He was in a bad mood
So we stopped for some food
But then motivation was waning
Kirstie Bowe, Jaydyn Bowe, Matt Williams, Marianne Taylor and Howard Wilson
We set out one day for a hike
But soon we wished for a bike
Took a wrong turn at a park
But made it back before dark;
In the end we never did pike
Kevin Paice, Tara Walker and Alex Sykes
There once was a bit of a prick
Gave us a map with no roads as a trick
Twas a very hot day
And we cursed all the way
We wanted to beat him with a stick
Amanda Kelly and Zoe Gamble
There was a map for a rogaine
Gave us a fair bit of brain strain
The damn roads weren’t there
It caused much despair
We need to do that one a-gain
Peter Trehearn and Alison Dunning
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There once was a team out walking
But they spent too much time a-talking
They were passed by a team
Who were very keen
And they took to the fine art of stalking
Jeanine and Emma Seaby
Navigating round Bardon by compass
There wasn’t too much that could stump us
But it’s Dad, kid and Mum
With their shiny Tom-Tom
They’ll be the ones that will trump us
Sam Haines and Maree Mason
There once were three girls in Bardon
Who found the metrogaine a hard one
They stopped at the pub
For a beer and some grub
No wonder this lim’rick’s a bad one
Gina Nuttall, Laura Barbagallo and Sally Staton
We joined the rogaine for a thrill
But the map it gave us a chill
Now out knees and our quads
And the rest of our bods
Are all stuffed from the bloody hills!
Julie Wiseman and Cheryl Gordon
There once were three lads from Brissy
On a rogaine they got rather dizzy
To cure their malaise
In the pub they sat all day
With amber fluid all cold and fizzy
Stephen Kress and Kane Fasham
For 50 points I’ll do anything
I’ll dance a jig, I’ll even sing
But don’t make me walk more
My feet are so sore
So cough up my 50 points ka-ching!
Brenton and Meredith Gray
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There once were two supervets in skins
Who were not very sure on their pins
They walked and they walked
And they walked and they walked
Til nothing was left but their grins
Julie Fisher and David Firman
We signed up for perambulation
With dreams of checkpoint annihilation
But the summer sun
It spoiled all our fun
And crippled our vic’try celebrations
Michael Hodges, Rodney Moyle, Darrell Meinen and Ian Gordon
We once did a rogaine on Sunday
We thought it would only take one day
But then we got lost
Which came at great cost
And we ended up finishing on Monday
Andrew Caie and Leyla Sandeman
Suzanne Chris and Declan went rogaining
Thinking it would be entertaining
By halfway we were lazy
And decided we were crazy
So we returned for our points we’re retaining
Chris, Suzanne and Declan Warren-Smith
Three good blokes called Tony Ben and Paul
Sent us rogaining, not quite to the mall
Although it was hot
We enjoyed it a lot
Thanks to those blokes Tony Ben and Paul
Bronwyn Walsh and Richard Clark
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